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raja hindustani, a love story about a small-town cab driver and a rich girl, was directed by dharmesh
darshan. leaving an indelible impression on moviegoers, from its music, dialogues, and scenic

locations, the film was a massive box-office hit. raja hindustani is a 1996 hindi film which has aamir
khan, karisma kapoor, suresh oberoi, farida jalal, kalpana iyer, archana puran singh, johny lever,

navneet nishan, veeru k, kunal khemu, tiku talsania, pratibha sinha, razzak khan, pramod moutho
and mohnish bahl in lead roles. we have 4 songs lyrics and 4 video songs of raja hindustani. nadeem

shravan, nadeem and shravan have composed its music. alka yagnik, udit narayan, kumar sanu,
suresh wadkar, bela sulakhe and padma menon have sung these songs while sameer has penned its
lyrics. raja hindustani music directed by laxmikant-pyarelal in the year 1996. written by rajinder shah.

music composed by anand milind. it was released on the occasion of the wedding of princely india.
lyrics written by majrooh sultanpuri. raja hindustani is a hindi movie. hindi is the language of india.

this hindi movie is directed by subhash kapoor. this is the main feature of the movie. music directed
by laxmikant pyarelal. music composed by anand milind. this movie released on nov, 24, 1996. raja
hindustani, composed by anand & milind and lyrics written by majrooh sultanpuri & rajinder shava.

the directors of this movie are subhash kapoor and ratan jain. raja hindustani starring karisma
kapoor, aamir khan & a supporting cast consisting of mohd danish, archana puran singh, shafi

inamdar, suhasini mulay and indrajeet bhattacharya. the raja hindustani was a musical hit on box
office. it received a naac certified a in 1997.
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in an uncensored video from the kapil sharma show featuring the whistleblower cast, sonali kulkarni
talked about finishing some patchwork for singham when she was pregnant. archana puran singh
also recalled her experience of shooting for raja hindustani when she was expecting her son. raja

hindustani marked the debut of actress mala sinha, who played the title role. she was chosen for the
part because the makers wanted a fresh face to play the role. it was only then that she was made
aware of the film's controversial elements. the film was based on the story of a classical dancer

nimmi. her dance teacher wants to marry her off to a wealthy landowner and get her out of the way.
nimmi refuses to marry and asks her to leave her home. raja hindustani received positive critical
acclaim. the film received a record 9 filmfare awards. mala sinha became the first actress to win
filmfare best actress awards for two consecutive films. she won the best actress trophy for raja

hindustani and the best actress trophy for balika vadhu. when mala sinha did not turn up for raja
hindustani's shooting, darshan and writer h.d. kukku helped her develop her dance moves. sinha only

had a month to learn the dances, which meant that she had to get some serious help from her
dancing teacher who had to teach her the moves in a month. the songs in the film received rave
reviews. her melodious voice and appealing dancing abilities gave her songs a fresh and unique
touch. she sang jhoomo kar rahe mila deewana, mala hai din mein, tujhe utha kehna, yeh ishq

haseena, phoolon sa chehra tera, aaye ho meri zindagi mein and kabhi kabhi se tujhe. 5ec8ef588b
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